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Efficient ~umerical Integration on the Surface of a Sphere 

Es werden versehiedene neue numerische Inlegrationsformeln auf dllT Oberfliiohe einer dreidimen.,ionalen Ku.gel ubgeleitet. 
Diese Formeln sind gegenubt:r den berei/s existieTllnden insofern besser, ala sir-fiir den IJleichen ApproximationslJrad fur 
l'unktionen mit zentraler oder ebener Symmetrie weniger IntelJrationspunkte erfordern. J!'erner wird eine allljemeine .Me. 
thode z'Ur Able-itung der Integrationsformeln bewiesen, die aUf Koslen eine8 einem Computer zu Uberlas8enden extensiven 
numerischen Aujwunde8 belJrijfliche Einfachheit erreicht. Bei diestr ~lethode werden die Koeffizie·nten der Integrationsfor. 
mel au.s einem System linearer ulgebraischer Gleichungen bestimmt, dU8 direkt die Bedingungen dafur .dars/ellt. dajJ eine 
gewi"se Anzahl von Termen der dreidimensionalen Taylor.Reikenentwiclclung der intllf]ril<rten J!'unktion um den Kugel· 
mitte/punkt verschwindet. Dageyen werden die unbekannlen Lagen dtr Integrationspunkte a'U8 einer Bedingu1Ig dafur be· 
.,timmt, dajJ der niichste Term (die 1wchisten Terme) der Entwicklung 1!erschwindet, und wenn (lie.~er nicht zum Ver8chwin· 
den yebracht werden kann. au.s einer BediTUJUng ::ur Minimierung der GrojJe diellM Terms (dieser Terme). SchliejJlick 
tt"ird eine neue Optimalitdt .• bedingung d~r Inlp.gration.~formelll formu/iert, die fur tim lntl'.yrationiljehler in !lewis.~m An· 
U'p.nd1tngpn 1'on Bedeutung i,.t. 

Se':eral ne1V numerical integration formula.9 on the surface of a .'pkere in three dimenllions are derived. TheH6 formulus fire 
superior to the exi8ting ones in that for tke same ilegree of approximation they require fewer integration points for functions 
with central or planar symmetry. Furthermore, a general method of deriving the integration formula8, which achieves con· 
ceptual .• imp/icity at the expense of IJxtllnsive "nltmerical work left for a computer, i8 demonstrated. In thi8 method, the coeffi. 
ciMt.~ of the inttgTfltio'Tt jormltla are determined from a .~y8tem of linear algebraic equations directly repre8enlinq the conditions 
for a certain n1Lmber of t~rm8 of the three·dimensional Tnylor series expansion. of the integrated function about the center of 
Ihe sphere to vanish. while Ihe 'unknown locations of the integmtion points are determined from a condition for the next term 
(01' terms) of the expansion to vani.~h.. and if it cannot be 11Ulde to vaniJlh. then from a condition for minimizing the lT11J.r1nitwie 
oj'this term (or the.~e /p.rm..!l). Finally, we formulate a new condition of optimality of theintpgration formula.~ which isimpor. 
ftmt jor the intp.(Jrtltion error in certain, applications. 

nl,IllOJl;flTCfI lIelwTophre IIOllhle ([IOpM:ym,1 il.J1Jl 'mc.'ClIlloro IlllTerpHpOllulIHR lIn Iloaepxnocnr C{~CPhl n Tpex 
pU;JMCpuocnr. OUH "Y'{UlC cYluecTflYlollllfX eme {pop:IlYJr /J TOM CMblCJIe, 'ITO 11M lIU~O Mellbllle TO'leH IIHTC
rpH{JOllamm ;{.'IH (~YlIliIllUI c uellTpaJll>IIO nim 1l.J10CIWii C!IIMMeTpHHMH AJlH TUHOH-H{e CTenellH np«omnHC
III1H. ,,'la.,bllle ,~OHa3bmUeTCf1 06l.UHH :IleTOI( A.J11{ nbiBOLla (~OPMY;1 HlITerpHpOBUIU1.11 nOCTlIIraIOIUl'e llOHRTlIIiiHYIO 
ll[JoeToTy:m C'ICT ooumpnoit 'mc.1ClliloH paGoTbl OCTUBileUIiOH 3BM. B :lTOM :IlcTOlle I\O;){II{~lll\.leIlTbl {IlOp:\tYJI 
mlTcqJl'lponaHlfH OllpCneJUllOTCfI ncrlOCpeI{CTnCHIlO 1I3 CnCTe:llbi ilHlleHublX uilreGpaw1eelmx YPUBHetmR. 
;)Tn ypannelUlH npellCTUBJlHIOT YC..'IOHIIJI nJISI Toro, 'ITO llel~OTOp()e ,{liMO TepMoB TpeXMepHoro pa3J10mCmUI 
B pHil T:Jit.,opa HllTerpHponaJ!l!oi1 (~yrmll!llH nOHpyr uellTpa c{~epa oopaluueTell B IIY.J1h. HenaBeCTIlaa ;10-
lUlJUl3aUIIH TO'lCI< llllTcrpnponuHlIfl OnpelleJlHeTCH n3 YCJIOBliH llJIH Toro, 'ITO CJ1CllYIOIUHll TepM (!II.J11'! CJlellY
IOU.\l1e TepM:bI) [>03.J10H\eHlfll OiipamaeTCff B HYJIb. Ec . .111 I1eB03MOmHO conepUlUTb, 'ITO 3TOT TepM OOpall{aCTeH 
n lIynb , IlOTOi\( 3TH JIOKaJUf3aUllll'! onpelleJIHIOTCH 113 YCJIOBHH Jl;J1H MHllHM1II3al\HH BeJIUlumy :)TOI"O TepMU 
(:)THX Tep:'I). HUI\OHell ({IOPMY.J111PYCTClI Honoe YCJIODUe OIlTHMaJIblIOCTU IlJUJ (~OPMY" IHlTcrpHpOllaHHH, 
WlTOPOC HIl.'fleTCJl nUH{[\J.[M ll.i1R OIIllIOIHi IoIHTcrp"pOBaJHlfl n nermTophlX npHMCIlClIHax. 

Introduction 

Some problems of physics and engineering require an accurate and efficient numerical integration over the surface of 
a sphere. One such problem is the determination of the relationship between the stress and strain tensors in It defor
maNe material having nonlinear properties defined separately on planes of various orientation within the material. 

The numerical integration can be carried out over a rectangular domain in the (0, !f)-plane where () and rp are 
the spherical angular <:oorriinatcs. However, for application in finitc element programs involving hundreds of ele
ments nnd hundreds of loading (or time) !:lteps, n1lmerical integration over the Ilurface of 11. sphere may have to he 
carried out rnillion-times or more, and then the lise of a rectangular (11, rp) domain is inefficient. since too many inte
gration points are wastefully crowned near the pole of the spherical coordinates. ::Vloreover. functions that arc 
Sll\Ooth and well hehaved on the surfaee of a fiphere are not such in the (0, rp)-plane. 

We seek Gallss-type quadratures, i.e., qllu,dratnrcs with optimally located points and optimal coefficients 
(Weights). For an ideal formula, the integration points should obViously be distributed over the surface of the sphere 
as uniformly as possible. A perfectly uniform distribution is prOVided by the vertices or the face centroids of a 
r('gular polyhedron. XO regular three-dimensional polyhedron has more than 20 vertices or faces, and, unfortllnately, 
the wrresponding ~O-point 5th degree formula. due to ALBRECHT and COLI.ATZ [2, 1, 13], is not sufficiently accurate 
for the ahove-mentioned applications in their nonlinear range (2]. Higher degrce formulas, involving a greater num
ber of pointR, were nerive(l hy ALBRgCHT n.ud ('OLLATZ [2], FINDlo~N [7], &)BOLEV [12], McLARl:N [ll}, Imd STROUD 

[l:~]: they involve lip to :!!O points and are of degrees up to 14. A comprehensive listing of the fortllllias obtained 
prior to 1971 may he found in STROlJD'!i book [131 (pp. :!94-~O:~). '.,EBEDEV [9, 10] recently derived certain formulas 
of degrees 19 and :!:~, involving over ~O() integration points and (·xhibiting orthogonal symmetries. A review of the 
most recent work is given hy KEATS and DIAZ [8]. . 

In this paper, we present "orne new integration formulas which are superior in a certain sense to the existing 
formulas. \Ve also demonstrate a particularly simple method of derivation of the formulas with certain optimal 
properties, which Rchieves conceptual !'Iimplie-ity at the cost of much numerical work, relying on the power of the 
computer. 

Finally, we al.'>o formlllate a. new condition of optimality which is important for the a.ctual error in certain 
applications. 
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Optimality of the integration formula 

We are interested in a formula of the smallest possible error. This property is, however, difficult to quantify in 
general. Therefore, one usually seeks a formula which satisfies the following, more easily defined, optimality condi
tion. 

Condition I: For the given number of integration points, the formula integrates exactly polynomials of 
the highest possible degree. This degree is called the degree of the formula. 

In the case that various possible locations of integration points yield a formula of the same degree, then we 
seek a formula which also satisfies a second condition. 

Condition II: The coefficient. of the first nonzero term (truncation term) in t1w Taylor serieR expansion of 
the integral is minimum. 

For many formulas, condition II cannot he applied hecause Condition I (or the requirement of maximum 
regularity in the location of integration points) fully defines the coefficients and 10cationR of the integration points. 

Symmetry properties: Comparing two different formulas of the same degree, the formula with a smaller 
number of integration points is normally preferable. Not always, however. Frequently, for example, the integrated 
function exhibits some symmetries. Consider the applications in continuum mechanics. Because fltress or strain 
components on crOl'!S sectionR with normalR of opposite but parallel orientation are equal, the integrated values in 
these applications are always the same for any two diametrically opposite points on the surface of the Rphere. There
fore, formulas which are centrally symmetric, i.e. Rymmetrie with regard to the center of thc Rphere, have a great 
advantage over those which are not. . 

Or the integrated function, for example, may be symmetric (or antiRymmetrie) with regard to one (or more) 
cartesian coordinate planeR - a situation which is called the full symmetry if the formula iR symmetric with regard 
to all three coordinate planes. In the aforementioned stresR-strain cult"ulationR, thiR situation ariRes, e.g., for the 
states of plane stress, plane strain, or axisymmetric stress. In such situations, the formulas that possesR the same 
type of symmetry have an advantage over the formulas that do not, since certain integration points may be deleted. 
So, a formula which in general involves more integration pointR may actually be more efficient in such a Rituation. 

Even for two formulas that are hoth Rymmetric with regard to a plane, there may he a difference depending 
on whether the formula haR any pointR on the symmetry plane. If it haR not, then the reduction of Ow numher of 
integration points due to a symmetric integrand is more significant. 

Condition I, as well as II, does not, of course, guarantee minimum error. The error, however, depends on the 
type of function that is integrated. Let us call the test function some function which is typical of a given application 
and is not integrated hy the integration formula exactly. It is interesting to see what happens if the set of integration 
points is suhjected to a rigid-hody rotation about the center of the sphere. If the formula were exact, then the 
resulting value of the integral would have to be the same for any rotation. The spread of the values ohtained for all 
possible rigid body rotations is a good indication of the error of the formula. This leads us to formulate the following 
optimality condition. 

Condi tion III: If, for a given test function, the values of the integral are calculated for all possible rigid
hody rotations of the set of integration points about the center of the sphere, then the optimum formula is the one 
which gives the smallest difference between the maximum and minimum values of the integral. 

The trouhle with this optimality condition iR that different integration formulas may be optimum for different 
test functions. Inevitably, this optimality condition must be restricted to a certain type of application. Experience 
from Refs. 3 and 4 indicates that a formula that is usually optimal for the given type of applications can be best 
identified from Condition III, and that Condition III is a practically important optimality condition. 

Condition III seems capable of capturing the influence of coefficient values on the error. E.g., formulas with 
some negative coefficients usually have a large error and are generally undesirable (13), regardless of their degree. 
Approximately also, the smaller the ratio of the maximum to the minimum coefficient in the formula, the smaller 
the error. 

Basic relat.ions 

The integral over the surface of a sphere of radius h of a (2N + 2)-times continuously differentiable function 
u(x, y, z) may be expressed as [5): 

1 II }.' h2n h2 h4 hG 

I = 4 h2 u(x, y, z) da = L" 1 1 L1nu + R = u + <>; L1u + -51 L12U; + -71 L13U; + .. , + R 
n n=O ( ... n + ). .").., 

S (~ 

in which S is the surface of the sphere in three dimensions; da is its area element; x, y, z are cartesian coordinates 
whose origin is at the center of the sphere; a superimposed bar dEmotes the values taken at the center of the sphere; 
R is a remainder whose order is 2N + 1, and 

ilnu; = -+-+- u [( 
a2 a2 a2)fl] 

- ax2 ay2 az2 :1:=1/=2=0 
(2) 

Equation 1 converts the integration problem to the evaluation of differential operators L1 nu at the center of 
the sphere. Consequently, to develop an integration formula it suffices t.o approximat.e the vaIneR of ilnu hy the values 
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of II, on the sph'~rical surface. To this end, we may employ the Taylor series expansion: 

, _ 1_,.. 1_ " 1_ """ 
u(x~, x~, :ra) = 11, + I! U,jXi + ~! U,ijXiXj +:~! U,ijl.:XjXjXI.: + ... 

in which 
X~ = cos cp" sin 0" , (4) 

Here the subscript or superscript <X represents the number of the integration point on the spherical surface (<X = 
= 1,~, 3, .~., n); and cp", 0" are its spherical coordinate angles. We use here numerical subscripts for the cartesian 
coordinates, Xl = X, x2 = Y and X3 = z, and repetition of a latin subscript (not <X) implies summation over 1, 2, :t 
The latin suhscripts preceded hy a comma denote partial derivatives with regard to the respective coordinate. 

;U"thod of derivation of integration formulas from conditions I and II 

We first illustrate the method of derivation of an integration formula for which the point locations may be determined 
by maximizing symmetries of the set of integration points. As an example, we derive the 32 point formula of FIND EN 

[7], SOBOLEV [12] and MCLAREN [11]. This formula has 32 integration points (Fig. 1 b), which consist" of two groups: 
20 points at the centroids of the faces of a reglliar icosahedron, and 12 points at its vertices (which coincide with the 
face centroids of a dllal (lodecahedron). It is well known that optimum formulas are obtained with a set of points of 
maximum possihle regularity or symmetry, and the foregoing arrangement satisfies this condition. Each group of 
points is symmetric in that a certain permutation of point numbers is equivalent to a rigid body rotation of the group 
of points. Due to this, we know that within each sllch symmetric group of points the coefficients of the formula 
sholiid he the same, which means that the fllnction values at these points are simply summed. Therefore, we express 
the sums of the function values for each of the groups of 20 and 12 points, using three-dimensional Taylor series 
expansions ahout the center of the sphere (equation (:1),) and we thus obtain 

20 

820 = 1: 1£" = 2011. + A ijU,ij + Bijk/U,ij/.:l + CijHm"U,ijJ.:/11111 + DijJ.:/m""qU,ijH"Wl'q + ... , (5) 
"....,,1 

:12 

8 12 = 1: 11," = 12u + EJii,ij ,+ Fijkiii,ijJ.:1 + GijH"",U,ijJ.:/"", + Jl ij/.:I""'I",U,ijkl""'l'q + .... (Ii) 
~=:!1 

The numerical values of the coefficients Ai;, Bijl.:iJ ... , H ijl.:/"'''l'Q are calculated hy a computer since these 
vailles are too numerous. Using a computer program, one may thus verify hy nllmerieal evaillation of all terms that 
many of these eoefficients are zero, and that the only nonzero terms are 

8 20 = 20u + ci/iu + C2LI~, + c3 Ll3U + c4Ll4u + cs;16U, + ... , (7) 

S12 = 12u + alLlu + a2Ll~, + ~LI~, + a,Ll4u + a5Ll6u + ... . (8) 

In the slims implied in each term of equations (5) -(6) hy repetition of :mhscripts, we may add the terms rela
t.ed hy perm IItation of SII hscripts; e.g. 

Bll12u,1ll2 + Bll21u,1121 + B 12UU,I211 + B m1u,2111 = (Bu12 + BU21 + B1211 + B 2111 ) 1t,11l2 • 

This ('omplieates the evaluation of all those terms for which the nllmerical values of suhscripts differ. It is, therefore, 
simpler to evaluate the coefficients c]J (:2' c3 and C4 from the coefficients of those terms of equations (5)-(6) for which 
all suhscripts are equal (e.g., 1,) since then the suhscripts do not have different permutations. Conseqnent.ly, w(' 
mllst have 

III = JiJll , a2 = FUll' Ila = Glll111 , 1L4 = H ll11lIll • (9) 

Expressing u from equat.ions (7) - (8) and su hstituting it into equation (1), we then get the following approximations 
of the integral I: 

I I C! 1- 12- 13- J - h2 
- h4 1.- hi I - h

8 1-
12 = 12 ('~12 - aI' U - Il2' It - il3,1t - 1/,4' 411,) + :1! lht + 5!,'"1£ + 7!.' 311, + f)! / 411,. 

Further we may verify hy numerical evalllation that (for It unit sphere, h = 1): 

1 c l ----0 :H 20 - , 
1 c2 

-5'- ')0 = 0, 
'. - 1 a" 

~-1~ = O. n. _ 

(H)) 

(11) 

(12) 

This means that the slims of the function values at the centroids of the faces of either an icosahedron or a dodecahe
dron approximate the intp~ral I with an error of the order of hi, as has he en shown hefore (cf. [1, 2]). 

Any combination sueh as kI20 + (1 - !:) I12> with any k, also approximates the integral with an error generally 
of the order of hI. We now seek to find such k that the terms of the order of h' would cancel, i.e., such that 

k - - - --i- 1 --- - -(1 (3) (1~) 
7! 20 ,( k) 7! 12 - O. (13) 
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The solution of this equation is k = 0.642857142857. This yields finally the numerical integration formula 
k l-k u 

I = kI20 + (1 - k) 112 = 20820 + 12 8 12 + O(hR} = B2820 + B 18a + 0(h8} = '£1 O",U(C<) + O(hR} 

(14) 
which approximates the integral I with an error of order of 11,8, and B2 and B1 represent the coefficients (or weights) 
of the points of the integration formula located at the centroids of the faces of the icosahedron and the dual dodecahed
ron, respectively: 

B1 = 0.0297619047619, B2 = 0.0321428571429. (15) 

According to previous works (cf. [6, 11, 10]), B1 = 25/840 and B2 = 27/840, which is the same. The direction co sineR 
xi for the integration points (IX = 1, ... , 32) are listed by STROUD [13, p. 300] and also in Refs. [3], [4] and [6]. 

Note that since integral I in (1) is divided by 11,2, this formula integrates exactly a 9th degree polynomial, i.e., 
is of 9th degree. Generally, the degree of the formula, d, is higher by 1 than the truncation error O(hR) in the expan
sion of I (d = n + I). 

A similar derivation procedure may be employed for an 11th degree formula with 62 points which include all 
of the points of the previous formula (Fig. Ib) plus the centers of all faces of the icosahedron (cf. [13]); or for AL
BRECIIT'S and COLLATZ' formula [2] of 7th degree with 26 points located at vertices, mid-edges and face centroids of 
an octahedron (Fig. 1 i). It has been cheeked that for this 26-point formula the present method (computer program) 
yields exactly the same result (weightR WI = 0.0476190476190, 102 = 0.0:380952380952,103 = 0.0:~21428571429 
at points 1, 2, 3, Fig. Ii). 

Let us now show the method of derivation of a formula for which, in contrast to the previous case-(Fig. 1 b), 
the locations of the integration points cannot be determined by maximizing the symmetries of the set of points. 
For the purpose of illustration, we consider now McLAREN'S fully symmetric 11th degree formula (cf. [11, 13]) with 
50 points shown in Fig. 1 e for one octant. In all other octants the integration points are located similarly. Altogether, 
we have four symmetric groups of like points which include six vertices of an octahedron, twelve mid-edges of the 
octahedron, eight octahedral directions, corresponding to the face centroids of the octahedron, and 24 points between 
the vertices and normals of the faces of the octahedron. In contrast to the previollsly conRidered formula, the opti
mum angular distances {J of these 24 points from the octahedron vertices cannot be determined from symmetry 
conditions but must be found by other means. 

For reasons of symmetry, the coefficients of the integration formula should he the same within each group of 
points, i.e., the integrand values for these points are simply summed. Therefore, using equation (:1), we may again 
express the sums 8a, 812, 8 24 and 8 8 of the function values within each symmetric group of points, and from this we 
obtain the following approximations to the integral in (I) based on each of these groups of points taken separately; 

Ia = ~ (86 - a1!lu - a2L12U - ~/J3U - a4;14u - as/16n) + 

11,2 _ h· 2- 1£8 3- hR r 1£10 5-+;;-; 11ft + ~ II 'II, + -, II" + ()' ,J 'It + -11' .d 'It , 
.). oJ. 7. . . . 

(Hi) 

112 = 1~ (812 - h1.du - "2 /J 2.tt - 7131131£ - b.J4n - bsL15u) + 
1£2 ~ ~ ~ hID 

+- /11£ +- 11 21£ + _J3a +-j4u + _J5u :1! ' 5! ,. 7! 9! 11 ! ' 
(17) 

I 1 a 1- 1'- J~::- 14- 15-' ~4 = 24 (°24 - ell 1t - f2'- -'It - f 3 ,- -It - C4/ 'U - CSL tt) --r 

11,2 . _ 1£4 2- 1£8, 3- hS
. r hlO s-+ :11 ,Ju + 5! J u + 7! .'1 u + 9! :1 u + 11! 11 u , (18) 

Is = ~ (88 - d1LJa - !l2L1 2u - d3;J~t - !l4.d4u - !lsL16U) + 

+h
2 /r 1£4 L12:- h

8 13- h
S L14- + hlO 

L15-
a! u + 5! It + 7!.' tt + 9! u 11 ! u . (19) 

It may be checked by a computer that the terms with 11,2 cancel out, i.e., - (a1/6) + 1/3! = O. etc. We now multiply 
these equations by kl> k2' k3 and (1 - kl - ks - k3 ), respectively, add them up, and write the conditions that in 
the resulting equation the terms of the orders h', h" and h8 would cancel (Condition I). These conditions read 

( 1 a2), ( 1 b2 ) ( 1 c2 ) ( 1 d2 ) kl --- --"- k. --- + k3 --- + (1 - kl - k2 - k3) --- = 0 5! 6. I - 5! 12 5! 24 . 5! 8 ' 
(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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This is a system of three linear equations for kl , k2 and ks. The coefficients, however, depend on the unknown 
angle, p, which is formed by the direction for the point of weight U·3 (Fig. Ie). We need a further condition for 
determining the optimal value of angle p, and for this purpose we consider the next, term of the Taylor series expan
sion, which is of the order of hio. For this term, the linear combination of equations (16)-(19) (with h = 1) furnishes 
the value 

(23) 

There are now two possible cases: 1) Either function FlO(p) haR a zero point, or 2) it does not. In the first 
case, the value of P for which FIO(P) would vanish would be the desired value of p. For the present arrangement of 
points, however, function FIO(P) cannot be made to vanish for any p, as is indicated hy plotting a graph from many 
calculated values of this function. Therefore, we have here the second casp (optimizing condition II), and we searrh 
for solution P for which FIO(P) hecomes minimum. 

The solution may be ohtained iteratively. We choose somc vallie of angle p, calculat,e coefficients kl , 1:
2

, k3 from 
equations (20)-(22), and evaluate FIO(P) from (2:{). Then we repeat it for other values of angle fJ and use Newton's 
method to find the fJ-value which yields minimum FIO(fJ) (or dF1o(fJ)/dfJ = 0). In this manner, we finel that ki = 
= 0.07GI9047(i1!-105, k2 = 0.27089H470809, k3 = 0.484160052910, and 

fJ = 25.23H401820Go . (24) 

Suhsequently, the numerielll integration formula that, we have hpen Rceking iR ohtained aR /l, linear combina
tion of equlttions (16)-(19): 

1= kJ6 + k2112 + k3124 + (l - kl - 1:2 - l~a) Ip, = 

ron 
= L C(~)lI(t\) + n(lIIO) 

a.&'::] 
(25) 

in which BI = 0.0126984126984, B2 = 0.0225749559033, B3 = 0.0201733355370, B4 = 0.0210937500000. This 
agrees with McLAREN'S results: BI = 9216/725760, B2 = 16384/725760, B3 = 14641/725760, B4 = 15309/725760. 
Since the integral I in (1) iR divided by h2, thiR formula integrates exltctly Itn 11th degree polynomial. 

In contraRt to the standard procedure (cf. [2, 13], the method of derivation just illustrated does not use the 
theory of orthogonal polynomials, which is rather complicated. in more than one dimension. AlFm, we do not need 
to set up here a polynomial whose roots would give the coefficients of the formula. Inste.ad, these coefficients are 
solved from a system of linear equations such as equations (20)-(22) (or equation (13)), which may he supplemented 
(if the optimum locations of some points are not known) by the condition that a certain additional function (or 
functions), repreRenting the next term of the expansion, should either vanish or he minimized. 

Xew fOrlllll1:tR and t.heir CliR(~IIRRioJl 

U sing the method just illustrated, it is quite easy to derive, with the help of a computer, various new integration 
formulas. The following new formulas have been set up: 

1) A 42-point, 9th degree, fully symmetric formula (Table 1, Fig. If); 
2) A 66 point, 11th degree, fully symmetric formula (Table 2, Fig. 1 g); 
3) A 74-point, 13th degree, fully symmetric formula (Table 3, Fig. Ih); 
4) A 42-point, 9th degree formula without full symmetry (Table 4, Fig. lc); 
5) A 122-point, 13th degree formula without full symmetry (Table 5, Fig. 1 d; note that the point arr angement 

resembles BUCKMINSTER FuLLER'S geodesic domes, popular with architects). 
All these formulas are centrally symmetric. The tables list only half of the points; for the other half, all elements of 
the direction vectors have opposite signs while the weights are the same. 

One existing formula, due to McLAREN [13, p. 302], which is of 14th degree and involves 72 points, appears, 
according to Condition I, to be superior to the present 74-point and 122-point formulas, which are of 13th degree. 
This McLAREN's formula, however, is not centrally symmetric, and so the present formulas, which require only 
half as many points (i.e. 37 and (1) for centrally symmetric functions are superior in the sense of Condition I for 
such functions. ' 

The 50-point McLAREN'S formula [13, p. 300] is the 9th degree formula which involves, among the existing 
formulas, the smallest known number of points for a fully symmetric arrangement of points (i.e., symmetric with 
regard to all cartesian coordinate planes). The present 9th degree fully symmetric formula involves 42 points (fig. 
1£), and is therefore superior in the sense of Condition 1. 

The degree of the formula is, however, only a crude indicator of its accuracy. Tests of the type stated in Condi
tion III revealed (cf. [4]), for example, that the 66-point 11th degree formula is just about equally accurate for the 
aforementioned stress-strain calculations as the 74-point 13th degree formula (both being orthogonally symmetric), 
and that FINDEN'S 9th degree 32-point formula [l:l, p. 299] is quite inferior to the »th degree 42-point and 50-point 
formulas, 
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A comparison based on Condition III has been made for problems in continuum mechanics mentioned in the 
introduction (cf. [4]), in which the test function mentioned in Condition III is represented by the uniaxial stress 
components on planes of various orientations. Consider a point of an inelastic material for which the strain compo-' 
nents on a plane of any orientation are the resolved components of the same strain tensor. Further assume that, 
for increasing strain, there is a unique nonlinear relation between the normal stress and the normal component of 
the so-called microstress on any such plane, and that this relation has a peak stress after which the stress declines to 
zero at increasing strain (which is called strain-softening). For unloading (decreasing strain) on any plane we assume 

Table 1. Direct.ion cosines and weights for 2 X 21 points (degree 9, orthogonal symmetries, Fig. If) 

IX :t1 ~ x: c", 

1 I) 0 0.0265214244093 
2 0 1 I) 0.026521424409:1 
:1 0 0 1 0.0265214244093 
4 0.707106781187 0.707106781187 0 0.0199301476312 
5 0.707106781187 -0.707106781187 0 0.0191)301476312 
6 0.707106781187 0 0.707106781187 0.0199301476312 
7 0.7071011781187 0 -0.707106781187 0.0199301476312 
8 0 0.707106781187 0.707106781187 0.0191)301476312 
!I 0 0.707100781187 -0.707106781187 0.0199301476312 

10 0.387907304067 0.387907304067 0.83009551)6749 0.0250712367487 
lL 0.387907304067 0.387007304067 -0.836095596749 0.0250712367487 
12 0.:187907304067 -0.387907304067 0.836095596749 0.0250712367487 
1:\ 1).:187907304067 -0.387907304067 -0.836095596741) 0.0250712367487 
14 0.:IS7 907 304067 0.8360955967411 0.387907 :104067 0.0250712:167487 
II'i 0.:18790730401\7 0.836095596749 -0.387907 :104067 0.02507123117487 
Ul 0.387907304067 -0.836095596749 0.387907304067 0.0250712367487 
17 0.:187907 :104 067 -0.836095596749 -0.387007304067 0.0250712367487 
18 0.8360955967411 0.387907304067 0.387907304067 0.0250712367487 
19 0.8:1(; 0115 596 749 0.:187907304067 -0.387907 :104067 0.0250712367487 
20 0.8:\60\11'i fillfi749 -0.:\87 !107 :1040117 0.:187 !107 :\0401\7 0.0250712:11i7487 
21 0.8:\fi OU5 596 749 -0.:\87907 :10401\7 -0.:\87907 :104067 0.0250712:\67487 

{J = 33.21i9 907 851 0° in Fig. 1 f. 

T 1\ b I e 2. Direction cosines and weights for 2 X 33 points (degree 11, orthogonal symmetries, Fig. 1 g) 

IX :t1 ~ ~ c", 

1 0 0 0.00985353993433 
2 0 1 0 0.00985353993433 
:1 0 0 0 0.009853 fi39 934 3:\ 
4 0:707106781187 0.707106781187 0 0.0162969685886 
[) 0.707106781187 -0.707106781187 () 0.0162969685886 
ti 0.707106781187 0 0.707106781187 0.0162969685886 
7 O. 70710fi 781187 0 -0.707106781187 0.0162969685886 
R 0 O.707101i781187 0.707106781187 0.016296968588 (j 
!I I) 0.707106781187 -0.707106781187 1).01 fi 296 91i8 588 Ij 

10 0.933898!1fi6:1!14 1).357 537 045 978 I) I).OI:1478884400S 
11 0.93:1898956 :1\14 -0.:157537045978 0 0.0134788844008 
12 0.31>75:17045978 0.933898956 :\94 0 0.0134788844008 
1:1 1).3575370451)78 -0.93381)81)5631)4 0 0'(H34788844008 
14 0.1)3389895631)4 0 0.3575370451)78 0.0134788844008 
15 0.93381)8956394 0 -0.3575370451)78 0.0134788844008 
111 0.3575:17 045 1)78 0 0.1):138981)56396 0.0134788844008 
17 0.:157537045978 0 -0.1)33898956:194 0.0134788844008 
18 0 I) .933898956394 0.357537045978 0.0134788844008 
II) 0 0.1)3381)81)56394 -0.357537045978 0.0134788844008 
21) 0 0.357537(451)78 0.1)338981)56394 0.0134788844008 
21 0 0.357537045978 -1).1)338981)56394 0.0134788844008 
22 0.43726367601)2 0.43726367601)2 \).785875915868 0.0175751)121)880 
23 0.437263676092 0.43726367601)2 -0.7858751)15868 0.0175759129880 
24 0.437263676092 -0.437263676092 0.7858751)15868 0.0175751)129880 
25 0.437263676092 -0.437263676092 -0.785875915868 0.0175759129880 
2tl 0.437263676092 0.7858751)15868 0.437263tl76(1)2 0.0175751)129880 
27 0.437263676092 0.785875915868 -0.437263676092 0.0175759129880 
28 0.43726367601)2 -0.785875915868 0.437263676092 0.0175759121)880 
29 0.43726367601)2 -0.785875915868 -0.437263 67tl 01)2 0.0175759121)880 
:10 0.7858751)15868 0.437263676092 0.43726367601)2 0.0175759129880 
31 0.785875915868 0.437263676(1)2 -0.437263676092 0.0175759129880 
32 0.785875915868 -0.437263676(1)2 0.437263tl76092 11.0175759129880 
33 0.785875915868 -0.437263676092 -0.437263676092 0.',175759129880 

{J = 38.198237505tl°, j' = 20.941)0144149° in Fig. 19. 
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To, ble 3. Direction c08ines and weights for 2 X 37 points (degree 13, orthogonal symmetries, Fig. 1 h \ 

0; Xi ~ ~ c", 

1 1 0 0 0.0107238857303 
2 0 1 0 0.0107238857303 
3 0 0 0 0.0107238857303 
4 0.707106781187 0.707106781187 0 0.0211416095198 
5 0.707106781187 -0.707106781187 0 0.0211416095198 
6 0.707106781187 0 0.707106781187 0.0211416095198 
7 0.707106781187 0 -0.707106781187 0.0211416095198 
8 0 0.707106781187 0.707106781187 0.0211416095198 
9 0 0.707106781187 -0.707106781187 0.0211416095198 

10 0.951077869651 0.308951267775 0 0.00535505590837 
11 0.951077869651 -0.308951267775 0 0.00535505590S:{7 
12 0.308951267775 0.951077869651 0 0.00535505590837 
13 0.308951267775 -0.951077869651 0 0.00535505590837 
14 0:951077869(\51 (\ 0.308951267775 0.00535505590837 
Iii 0.951077 869(i51 () -0.308951267775 0.00535!i05590837 
Hi 0.308951267775 0 0.95107786\1651 OJ)(Hi 35r) 055 908 37 
17 0.3089512fi7775 0 -0.951077869651 0.00535f)05590837 
III 0 0.951077 869 651 0.308951267775 0.005355055908~~7 
19 0 0.951077869651 -0.3089512(i7775 0.00535505590837 
20 0 0.308951267775 0.951077 869 651 0.00535505590837 
21 (I (I.:~08951267 775 -0.951077 869 651 0.005355055 90S 37 
22 0.335154 591 9311 0.335154591939 0.880 535518~{1 0 ().()l(i 7770909156 
23 0.335154 591939 0.335154591939 -O.8S0535518310 0.0167770909156 
24 0.335154591939 -0.335154591939 0.880535518310 0.016777090915(; 
2!i 0.335154591939 -0.335154591939 -O.S80535518310 0.0167770909156 
2(; 0.335154591939 0.880535518310 0.335154591939 0.0167770909156 
27 0.335 154 591 9311 0.8S0535518310 -0.335154591939 0.0167770909156 
28 0.33!i 15459193!1 -0.8S0535518310 0.335154591939 0.OHi7770909156 
29 0.335154591939 -0.880535518310 -0.335154591939 0.0167770909156 
30 O.8S0535518310 0;335154591939 0.335154591939 0.0167770909156 
31 0.880535518310 0.335154591939 -0.335154591939 0.0167770909156 
32 0.880535518310 -0.335154591939 0.335154591939 0.016777090915n 
3:1 0.880535518310 -0.335154591939 -0.335154591939 0.0167770909156 
34 0.577 35026!H90 0.577 350269190 0.577350269190 0.0188482309508 
35 0.577 350269190 0.577350269190 -0.577 350269190 0.0188482309508 
36 0.577 350269190 -0.577 350269190 0.577350269190 0.0188482309508 
37 0.577 350269190 -0.577350269190 -0.577 3502(i9190 0.018848230950S 

{I = 28.292116117104°, j' = 17.9960403883° in Fig. Ill. 

Table 4. Direction cosines and weights for 2 X 21 points (degree 9, no orthogonal symmetries, Fig. lc) 

IX Xi ~ ~ c", 

1 0.187592474085 0 0.982246946377 0.0198412698413 
2 0.794654472292 -0.525731112119 0.303530999 103 0.0198412698413 
3 0.794654472292 0.525731112119 0.303530999103 0.019 8412{i9 8413 
4 0.187592474085 -0.850650808352 -0.491123473188 0.0198412698413 
5 0.794654472292 0 -0.607061998207 0.0198412698413 
6 0.187592474085 0.850650808352 -0.491123473188 0.0198412698413 
7 0.577350269190 -0.309016994375 0.755761314076 0.0253968253968 
8 0.577 350269190 0.309016994375 0.755761314076 0.0253968253968 
9 0.934172358963 0 0.356822089773 0.0253968253968 

10 0.577 350 269190 -0.809016994375 -0.110264089708 0.0253968253968 
11 0.934172358963 -0.309016994375 -0.178411 044887 0.0253968253968 
12 0.934172358963 0.309016994375 -0.178411 044887 0.0253968253968 
13 0.577 350269190 0.809016994375 -0.110264089708 0.0253968253968 
14 0.577350269190 -0.5 -0.645497224368 0.0253968253968 
15 0.577 350269190 0.5 -0.645497224368 0.0253968253968 
16 0.356822089773 -0.809016994375 0.467086179481 0.0253968253968 
17 0.356822089773 0 -0.934172358963 0.0253968253968 
18 0.356822089773 0.809016994375 0.467086179481 0.0253968253968 
19 0 -0.5 0.866025403784 0.0253968253968 
20 0 -0.5 -0.866025403784 0.0253968253968 
21 0 1 .0 0.0253968253968 

a linear stress-strain diagram from the point of reversal, with an unloading slope equal to the initial elastic slope. 
The macroscopic uniaxial stress is a certain integral over the microstresses from the planes of all orientations (cf. 
[3]). This integral is evaluated by some numerical integration formula, and the direction of each integration point of 
the formula is associated with a plane normal to it. 
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'fa.ble 5. Direction cosines and weights for 2 X 61 points (degree 13, no ort.hogonal 
symmetries, :Fig. 1 d). 

1 
2 0.745355992500 
3 0.745355992500 
4 0.745355992500 
5 0.333333333333 
6 0.333333333333 
7 0.333333333333 
~ 0.333333:133333 
9 0.333:333333333 

10 0.3333333333:13 
11 0.794654472292 
12 0.794654472292 
13 0.794654472292 
14 0.187592474085 
15 0.187592474085 
lH 0.187592474085 
17 0.934172358963 
18 0.934172358963 
II) 0.1)34172358963 
20 0.:37735026911)0 
21 0.5773502691\J0 
22 0.577 :\502(1) 11)0 

2:1 0.577 :150 269 11)0 
24 0.5773502(1) 1\J0 
25 0.5773502(911)0 
26 0.356822089773 
27 0.35682208977:1 
2~ O.356~220~1)773 
2\J 0 
:1() 0 
31 0 
:I:~ 0.!J4727:IG80412 
:1:1 0.812~li4676392 
34 0.5953865012\J7 
:\5 0.5!)53865012!J7 
3ti 0.812864676392 
37 0.49243876ti:106 
a~ 0.2741)li0591212 
31.1 -0.0761.12li487 1.10:1 
40 -0.076926487903 
41 0.274960591212 
42 0.947273580412 
43 0.812864676392 
44 0.595:186501297 
45 0.595386501297 
46 0.~12864li7631.12 
47 0.492438766306 
48 0.274960591212 
49 -0.0769264871.10a 
50 -0.0711926487903 
51 0.274960591212 
52 0.947273580412 
53 0.812864676a92 
54 0.595386501 297 
55 O.595:l86501297 
5(\ O.~1286467(\a92 

57 0.49243876U30H 
5~ O.2749li0591212 
51) -0.0761.126487903 
IiO -0.076926487903 
til 0.274960591212 

o 
o 

-0.577350269190 
0.577350269100 
0.577 350269190 

-0.577350269190 
-0.934172358963 
-0.356822089773 

0.356 822 0~9 77:1 
0.9:34172358963 

-0.525731112119 
o 
0.525731112111.1 
o 

-0.~50650~08352 
O.~50650808352 
o 

-0.309016994375 
0.301)016994375 
0.:309016994375 

-O.3090W91.14375 
-0.801.10 W\J1.I4375 
-0.5 

0.5 
O.8090W\J\J4375 

-0.8090161)94375 
o 
O.MOI.IO WI.I1)4:175 
0.5 

-1 
0.5 

-0.277 4961.17~ W5 
-0.277 49t\1)78W5 
-0.582240127 \J41 
-0.770581752342 
-0.582240 127941 
-0.753742692223 
-0.942084316623 
-11.1)42084316623 
-0.753742692223 
-0.637341166847 

o 
-0.304743149777 
-0.188341624401 

0.188341624401 
0.304743149777 
0.753742692223 
0.637341166847 
0.753742692223 
0.942084316623 
0.9420~4316623 
0.277496978165 
0.582240127941 
0.770581752342 
0.582240127941 
0.277 496978165 
o 
0.:104743149777 
0.188341624401 

-0.188341624401 
-0.304743149777 

o 
0.666666666667 

-0.333333333333 
-0.333333333333 

0.745355992500 
0.745355992500 
0.127322003750 

-0.872677996250 
-0.872677 996250 

0.127322003750 
0.303530999103 

-0.607061998207 
0.303530999103 
0.982246946377 

-0.491123473188 
-0.4911234731~8 

0.356822089773 
-0.178411044887 
-0.178411 044~87 

0.755761314076 
0.75576131407(i 

-0.110264089708 
-0.(i454972243(i8 
-0.645497224368 
-0.11021;4099708 

0.467086179481 
-0.1.I34172:1589(i3 

O.4(j70~(i 171)4~1 

0.8(j6025403784 
o 

-0.86602540:\7~4 
0.16(2121)5504:1 
0.5121000:14157 
0.553 634(jlil) 695 
0.227417407053 

-0.015730584514 
-0.435173546254 
-0.192025554Ii87 
-0.326434458707 
-0.652651721349 
-O.71985617335\) 
-0.320425910085 
-0.496369449643 
-0.781052076747 
-0.781052076747 
-0.4\)6369449H43 
-0.435173546254 
-0.719856173359 
-0.652651721349 
-0.326434458707 
-0.1\)2025554li87 

0.160212955043 
-0.IH5730584514· 

0.227417407053 
0.55:3634669695 
0.512100034157 
0.870347092509 
0.\J11881728046 
0.\)79086180056 
0.979086180056 
0.911881728046 

0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.00795844204678 
0.0105155242892 
0.0105155242892 
0.0105155242892 
0.0105155242892 
0.0105155242892 
0.0105155242892 
0.010011 \)36427 2 
0.0100119364272 
0.0100119364272 
0.010011 9364272 
0.010011 \J36427 2 
O.OlOOll 9364272 
0.010011 936427 2 
0.010011 1)364272 
0.010011 1)36427 2 
0.010011 9364272 
0.010011 1):~64272 
O.OlOtJll 936427 2 
O.(HOOll 1.1364272 
0.010011 \J364272 
O.OlOOll 93642.72 
0.00(1)04771) 571.1 66 
0.00690477957961j 
0.0(61)04779 (71) 66 
0.006904 77\) 57\) 66 
0.006904779579(i6 
0.00(904779571)66 
0.00690477\)57966 
0.006 \)04 779 57\) (iI; 
0.00(904779571) 1j6 
0.006 \)04 77\) 57\) 66 
0.00690477957\)66 
0.00(1)0477957966 
0.006\)047795791i(i 
0.00690477\)571)66 
O.00li90477\) 571) lilj 
0.006\)047795796U 
0.0061)04771) 579 61i 
0.006904 77\) 571) (iii 
0.00690477\)57966 
0.006904779 57\) 61) 
0.00690477957961i 
0.()01) 904 771) 579 66 
0.001)904771) 579(i1j 
0.OOtl904 779579116 
0.001)904771) 571) Ijl) 

0.006904779579 (i(i 
0.00690477957!Hi6 
0.006 !l04 779 57\)66 
0.00" \104 779 57\) 1)6 
O.()(ltj 904 7795791i6 

45 

We solve the streHIi reliponseli for uniaxial streliseli applied at variow:! directions (marked ali a, b, c, ... ) with 
regard to the set of integration points. lfor each direction of the applied uniaxial stress, the response curve (Fig. 2) 
is calculated in small increments of the axial normal strain. Thus, the stress state at the end of each strain increment 
is a function of not only the incremental stiffnesses on planes of all orientations, but also of the stress states in all 
previous increments. 

This type of problem appears to be particularly sensitive to the error of the integration formula, as we can 
see from the spread of the response curves in Fig. 2. For the 20-point, 26-point, and 32-point formulas, the errors 
indicated by the spread are unacceptable (cL Figs. 2 a, b, c). ~ote that the 50-point formula and the 56-point 
formula perform far better, giving a much smaller spread of respom:,. eurves (cL Figs. 2 d, g) than does the 32-point 
formula, although all these formulas are of the sallle degree. The 4~-point formula in Fig. 2e performs also much 
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Lettcr than the 32-point forlllula (Fig. 2h) although they arc of thc salllc dcgl·ec. Un thc other haud, thero iH a sur
prisingly small differencc in the spread of the response curvcs betwcen thc 66-point and 74-point formulas (cf. 
Figs. 2 h, i), despite the fact that they arc of different degrees. 

From these applications, described in full detail in Ref. 4, wc lIlust therefore' concludo that optimality in the 
801lS0 of Condition I (i.e., the degree of the formula attainahle with a oertain numher of }loint'H) is an insufficient indi
cator of the actual error. Other criteria, e.g., such as that in Condition III, lIlay he equally relevant. 

STUOUD [l3, p. 301] derived also a fully symmetric 11th degree formula with 2 X 28 points (arrangcd as shown 
in Fig. Ij). Based on the Condition III test (Fig. 2g), this formula appears to have about the same error as McLA
mm's fully symmetric 11th degree formula which has fewer points (2 X 25). Thus, STROUD'S formula is generally 
less efficient. However, it is more efficient for integrating functions possessing hoth central and plane symmetries, 
sllch as the plane stress state. In that case, STROUD'S 2 X 28 formula (Fig. 1 j) reduces to only 14 integration points, 
whereas McLAREN's 2 X 25 point formula (Fig. Ie) reduces to 16 points. This is because McLAREN'S formula has 
many points on the symmetry planes (Fig. Ie), while STROUD'S formula has none (Fig. Ij). The present new 2 X 21 
point formula (Fig. 1 f), which is of a lesser degree (9th) but has only a slightly larger error based on the Condition III 
test, reduces also to 14 points for the case of central and plane symmetries. Therefore, STROUD'S 2 X 28 point for
mula (Fig. Ij) is the best known formula for this type of symmetry (plane stress state). 

Note: For reader's convenience, according to ref. 13 (p. 301) McLAREN'S formula with N = 2 X 25 is as fol
lows. - The points in the first octant (Fig. Ie) are (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) with weights 9216/725760; (c1, C1, 0), 
(cl , 0, CI)' (0, C1, cI ) with weights 16384/725760; (c2 , c2' c2 ) with weight 15309/725760; and (c3, Ca, c4 ), (ca, C4, ca) 
(c4 , Ca, ca) with weight 14641/725760, in which ci = 1/2, c; = 1/3, c; = 1/11, c! = 9/11. For STROUD'S formula 
[l3, p. 301] with N = 2 X 28, the -points in the first octant (Fig. Ij) are (cl , Cl> cI ) with weight 9/560; (c2 , Ca, cal, 
(Ca, C2' c3 ), (ca, Ca, c2) with weights (122 + 9y3)/6720; (c., CU' c5), (c5 , c., Cs), (cs, CIi , c.) with weights (122 - 9 JI3)/6720, 
in which ci·= 1/3, c; = (15 + 8 V3) 133, ci = (9 - 4 JI3)/33, c! = (15 - 8 V3 )/33) and c; = (9 + 4 JI3) 133. The points 
and weights for the other octants are symmetric. 
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